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you first hear about herringbone grocery? i’d never
heard of this concept until someone told me about

their experience as a guest; of course i was
immediately intrigued. what started as an email

exchange led to me dreaming about what i’d do with
my own space. how did you design your space? i spent
a while searching to get the feeling for my space, and
after consulting with my husband, we really liked the

feeling of all of the woods we had around. i knew i
wanted a cozy, rustic ambiance for our guests, and

that’s how we went with our shop, doing a lot of
different things to the space. so, it took a while to find

the right feel for our space, but it feels really
comfortable for me. my shop is all about tradition and
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a little rustic feel. i used to work in home services and
would often see customers come in with creaky wood
floors and chalkboard walls. our space is a throwback
to that, especially the kitchen and the built-ins. all the
back walls are painted with a chalkboard, and i even

painted the antique four-poster bed in the room. i
wanted to create a space that was charming and

nostalgic and cozy, for people to come into and really
enjoy their time. what’s your favorite thing about your
space? my favorite thing is that it’s homey. we put a

lot of thought into the décor and the layout, but it still
feels warm and welcoming. with all the built-ins, you

can do a lot of things to make it feel like you’re in your
own little living room. in addition to the built-ins, the
walls were all painted a nice buttery glow so it felt

warm and cozy. we did a lot of different things to the
space, like adding different paint colors, adding

hardware on our tables, and a couple of random plant
types. we love plants and so we decided to put them

throughout the shop. we’re working on a small
terrarium with different types of tropical plants. we

also incorporated some diy projects to the space. our
$10 couch was a thrift store find that we stained

ourselves. i did a lot of research into different types of
finishes and ended up finding a pretty stain that would

go with the reclaimed wood. our doors are from a
repurposed barn door that we had a local craftsman
turn into a solid wooden door. our mirror was a set of
doors that we knew we’d need at some point and so

we bought it at a garage sale. we kept the kitchen and
the island in this nice cinder block project that we did
by a friend who can do amazing things. 5ec8ef588b
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